
Sami Al-Osaimi, Executive Vice President (A), Petrochemicals, SABIC,
said, "SABIC's presence in India across three decades is a reflection of
our commitment to India's growth journey, as well as our ambition to
be at the forefront of delivering sustainable and innovative solutions. 
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Mission-II
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projects 
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Tenders: Eight NICDIT projects
sanctioned and approved 

Tenders: 1,275 railway stations
set for modernization,
upgrade and redevelopment 

Tenders: Govt approves 22
Technology Parks across
India

"India has a unique opportunity to
leverage its demographic dividend

and provide skilled resources for the
world,” said Timothy Miller, Founder
and Managing Director of Certif-ID

said on signing a contract with
NSDC International Ltd, a

subsidiary of India’s National Skill
Development Corporation (NSDC). 
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“A successful first year of our
engagement has further validated the
power of our industry-leading domain

and digital capabilities in helping
Criteo drive greater value, innovation,
and sustainable long-term growth,”

said Sudhir Chaturvedi, President and
Executive Board Member, LTIMindtree.
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“As an immediate step, we will be contacting the leadership of
ASSOCHAM, with whom we have signed a MoU to expand on our areas
of cooperation which have been spelt out in the Indian Budget 2023-
2024,” SICCI chairman Neil Parekh said on Friday in comments on the

Budget 2023-24.
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capacity increased to 41,112
million units 
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“Fruitful discussions were held on
commitment to strengthen the
bilateral maritime cooperation,
including interaction between

Indian Ports and Qatari Ports to
share best practices in areas of port

operations, logistics, supply chai
management, and digitalization,”

says Minister Sonowal.  
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Sitharaman 
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Projects: MSMEs get Rs.9,000cr
revamped credit-guarantee
scheme

Exports: PM sees defence
exports reaching $5bn by
2024-25      
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With the Government’s mantra of “Reform, Perform and Transform”,
four such smart industrial cities have already been completed at

Dholera in Gujarat, Shendra Bidkin in Maharashtra, Vikram Udyogpuri
in Madhya Pradesh, Integrated Industrial Township at Greater Noida in

Uttar Pradesh. 
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currency credit 
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Exports: Russian-Indian
businesses urged to work for
rapid economic transformation
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sales increased 35.9% in
2021-22
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Tsuyoshi Abe, a Yokogawa senior vice president and head of the
Marketing Headquarters, say “Yokogawa has been investing

strategically to develop business opportunities in the growing
Indian market.” 
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“Conversations are the
lifeblood of every business
and being able to derive

value from them is critical as
companies compete to
succeed,” said Umesh

Sachdev, co-founder and
CEO, Uniphore. 
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“Ports need higher draft, several large cranes, better yard
management capability, increased automation, larger storage

facilities, more inland connectivity and enhanced labour
productivity,” says Minister Sonowal. 
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Investments: ThoughtFocus
acquires BreakFree to expand
digital services

BAM CEO Seema Ambastha, “Our campus in Chennai is the beginning of our journey
in India. We are committed to supporting the burgeoning digital ecosystem of the
country with our state-of-the-art facility and Digital Realty’s global standards of

excellence in service through world-class infrastructure, cutting-edge solutions, and
proven experience of operating 300+ data centres globally.
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Says Shvetank Shah, CEO of
ACA Group, “Expanding our

global footprint to India, and to
Pune, opens up access to

world-class talent with
differentiated skills – in risk and

compliance, analytics,
managed services, and

technology.” 
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Toyoda Gosei considers India, where automobile production is increasing, to
be a key market. The company has built up an optimum production and

development network in the northern, western and southern parts of India
where its main customers, Suzuki and Toyota, are located. 
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"This acquisition of nearly 300,
highly advanced Boeing jets

is a core element of Vihaan.AI,
the comprehensive

transformation and growth
strategy we are pursuing at

Air India," said Campbell
Wilson, CEO and MD, Air

India. 
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Says H. Lawrence Culp, Jr., Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of
GE and CEO of GE Aerospace, “With the LEAP engine under wing, Air
India will be able to improve fuel efficiency and reduce emissions

across its narrowbody fleet.” 
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Saahasi: Dateline Singapore I Official Trailer 
Featuring Singapore-based actors like Veena Puthran Bangera, Rachna Anand, Gurdip Singh, Nidhi Chopra Khanna, Pankaj Kumar, Neil Daswani,
Edmund Chow, Hannah Wong, Jawahar Kanjilal and Tejas Chitaliya, Saahasi: Dateline Singapore is a bold take on the changing ethos of journalism.  

Set in the backdrop of a gang rape victim who is brought to Singapore from India for medical treatment, the film explores the clash of values between
old journalism and new journalism, which is more aggressive and TRP-driven, through two characters, Gurdip and Garima.
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